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Then I Saw His Face
Now I' m a believer
State of the Seminary Addressed
By Charlie Ruud and Matt Metevclis, Pg. 7
Spotlight on Light Stewardship
Mark Nygard, Pg. 12
Faith Meets Fantasy Football
Professors Mark Throntveit and Michael Rogness go head- to- head, Special Insert
Plus: A multitude of Letters to the Editor, winter weather wanderings and love, love, love!
Letters to the Editor
Letterfrom Process Can Do God' s Work
the Editor I have been ordained for 13 that remains open to the God whoyears. My seminary career started works through imperfect people.
By Natalie Gessert
in fall 1987 when a new candidacy I was reading Oswald Chambers'
Concord managing editor
process was being introduced at the other day. Two things he said
ELCA seminaries. It was a crazy really spoke to me as I was thinking
Was ist das? This ever-present question of time for students. There was much about " the process." First, he said,
our Lutheran tradition wants to know: What confusion as we still had separate   " God never speaks to us in dramatic
is this? To ask such an ordinary question ALC and LCA processes in place ways, but in ways that are easy to
assumes no presupposed answer,  only the and were transitioning. We made misunderstand." I have found this
uncertainty that accompanies an open-ended fun of this new process. We rebelled to be true in my life. The gentle( or
question. This question is lobbed back and against it. We complained about it.   not so gentle) nudges can be taken
forth at seminary all day long as we question:      The Concord at that time was filled various ways. It can be that we take
What is a Christian?What is a Lutheran?What with a variety of student sentiments a nudge and go in a whole different
is faith? What is truth? What is community?      about the process. I didn' t get too direction— remember Jonah.
Relationship?  Love?  Hope?  We ask this involved with the whole thing The second thing Chambers
question because we are looking for a future.      because I was struggling with my said is, " Every time circumstances
We want to know what ultimately is our place own sense of call. I left at the end press in on you, say, `Speak, Lord,'
before God and before the world.      of that school year, never to return and make time to listen." I think
This issue contains many responses to again— or so I thought. After a year sometimes we try to force things.
our last issue, which asked, " What is this,      off, I found myself back at Luther in When it is not God' s time or God' s
The Process'?" The Concord appreciates the fall 1989. By that time, the process calling, weary to make people listen
constructive conversation that grew out of was fully implemented.  to us. However,there are times when
the articles. We' d also like to thank President I was in a different place when what is most needed is that we turn
Bliese and Dean Lull for providing a helpful I returned. I had wrestled with to God and make ourselves listen.
and thorough interview. We intend for the my sense of call and was ready The process isn' t perfect,  but
responses published to echo this appreciation to begin the journey toward God can work through it anyway.
and our call to build up the body of Christ.  ordained pastoral ministry. Many Does this mean that we shouldn' t
So what is this issue? It's a medley of years prior to this, I learned about change or challenge the process?
articles, all offering perspectives on what it the humanness of the church. I By no means — there is always
is to be people of faith. Robert Benne ( Pg. 4)      realized humans are not perfect,   room for improvement. However,
refers to the faithful as ordinary saints. You not even Christian humans. Nor is as Christians, we are familiar with
are people called to an extraordinary faith. Yet the institution of the church. My living in the now and not yet. We are
you are called to live this faith in very ordinary personal mantra was" Jesus Christ always in a process of becoming.
ways. You are called to love, to serve and to live is my savior, not the church." But Through the process, we might be
out your faith in Jesus Christ in visible and I realized that God does use the challenged in new ways. We might
sometimes painful ways. You are called to hear church. Although not perfect, it is have to face ourselves in a new way
God and struggle with one another in your the vehicle God has chosen for the and acknowledge a need for change.
vocation and in your relationships, always word and work of God in the world.   But whatever circumstances press
caring for,challenging, and so building up one During my seminary years, I in on us, may we say," Speak, Lord,"
another for no other end than faith in Christ.       prayed my way through the process.   and make time to listen. May we all
What is this, to be a Christian and to live My prayers were that through the continue to become who we need to
in this community?We don't ask this question process( not only the formal process be to serve as Christ' s messengers,
for entertainment. Philosophical or moral but the process of my education)   servants and leaders in this world.
platitudes are too ordinary for those of us in God would form me into the person
the grip of faith. To be a Christian and live in I would need to be to serve as Hollie Holt-Woehl
this community is a call to entangle your lives pastor.The work of a pastor, or any Ph. D. candidate
with one another in love and service. In faith,      Christian public leader, is not easy.
God promises a future for you. What is this? It It takes spiritual and emotional 1 Chambers, Oswald. 1998." January 30," My
is hope. You are indeed ordinary saints.      strength, along with humility, to Utmost for His Highest. Revised and Updated,
face God, self and others in a way Parson's Technology, Inc.
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Letters to the Editor
About Carts and Horses
Dear Editor,   What in all this discussion doesJesus said: " Strive first for the kingdom of God and his
righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as
gospel" mean, OY "" mission"'?well." In the current discussion of theological study and its
possible reflection in curriculum revision (a favorite faculty
indoor sport), this saying is stood on its head. Here," all these
rendered the undergraduate theological program of this school
things," that is to say, strategy, tactic, methodology, program,   
among the best in the country. What are now perceived as itsapproach, etc., appear to have assumed first place, and whatever
weaknesses lent it its strength, for when there was struggle to
conceivably may relate to God's kingdom is edged toward the get the horse in front of and not behind the cart, sixty per centperiphery, even left undefined. For example, what in all this
of all Lutherans in graduate studies in this country graduateddiscussion does" gospel" mean, or" mission"? from this school.
Right! those terms are capable of a thousand and one I never met a rabbi who denied me my perspective; itdefinitions. It's just that this odd, curious place was established
was my burning him up by the millions that enraged him. I
according to a definition that takes its cue from one sector
never met a Roman Catholic, Episcopalian, Congregationalist
of that radical change occurring in Christendom in the 16th
or Free Will Baptist — who wasn' t a bigwig, that is! — who
century. Under this definition this' school was chartered, and
made the condition for our life together the surrender of myfrom it was to draw its integrity. It was once believed, taught
understanding of the ways of God with humanity.
and confessed that when that definition was abandoned, chaos Preoccupation with strategy,leaving" gospel" and" mission"
would ensue, a kind of centrifugal force calculated to throw
undefined standingthings on their heads,
every other blessed thing to the four winds. " Now," to quote putting cartsbefore horses, getting things bassackwards will hardly deliver
old Abe," we are engaged in a great civil war,„ testing whether this place from generic blah. Most important, if a genuinethis institution or any other" so conceived and so dedicated,”   
ecumenical concern actually does exist, such preoccupation
shall disintegrate into just one more generic divinity school,   
won't result in the authentic education of students who sharedistinguished by a bit of high school tint.    
another perspective. For there' ll be no one and nothing againstMust the passion for a perspective or a way of looking at which they can sharpen, hone or polish their own perspective,things spell hostility to every other?Hey! the New Testament their own commitment. As a matter of fact, a return to thedoes not reflect a single, uniform portrait of Christ or of
curriculum of 1890 would be a giant step forward... .Christian faith. In that respect, it is polyform. It gives witness
to a multiplicity of confessions, each with its own right to exist,  
Roy Harrisvillewithout yielding to some amorphous and indefinable hash.       
Emeritus Professor o New TestamentAccording to its critics, allegiance to a given perspective
It Takes a Committee  ...
Editor of the Concord, play in my process. Without denying the it does not consider such qualities or
Thank you and your colleagues for personal dimension of the call, ministry characteristics.  There is no argument
the Dec. 6 issue of the Concord, which demands an ability and willingness to about the importance of the ability
was devoted to  " The Process.    The work cooperatively and collegially and to think and act out of a strongly
information was valuable, the variety of to be accountable to the community confessional theological perspective
perspectives important, and the breadth   ( the church in its various expressions)   for effective and faithful ministry But
of the contributions provocative.    in which that call will be exercised.   many more professional leaders get into
The candidacy process is not without An unwillingness to engage in review serious difficulty in their ministries
its difficulties, and Professor Rogness has and reflection within a community on because of personal characteristics
identified some of them. Whenandwhere the personal qualities that make one   —    inadequate relational skills,
possible, such issues need to be addressed suitable for ministry or on the academic unacceptable work habits, undisciplined
by seminary and church, students and preparation and contextual experiences and careless behavior — than because
synods. What often happens, however, is through which one is prepared for of their theological inadequacies.  We
that flaws or weaknesses in a process are ministry is likely to manifest itself in can regret or lament that such is the
used to indict the process as a whole. ineffective or even destructive ways in case, but we won't change it until we
There is an undercurrent to much of any future practice of ministry.      recognize and accept the fact that who
the concern about the candidacy process Equally troublesome is the criticism we are and how we carry ourselves is no
which I find troublesome. Although not of candidacy committees for being less important for effective and faithful
often expressed directly,what sometimes focused on the personal characteristics,   ministry than the skills we have or the
comes through is resistance to the notion habits or behaviors of candidates.   theology we hold.
that the representatives of the church When that is an exclusive emphasis,       Shalom,
or anyone or anything else, for that the candidacy committee is not doing Randy A. Nelson
matter — have any legitimate role to its job. But neither is it doing its job if Director, Contextual Leadership Initiative
CONCORD 3
Letters to the Editor
Adapting Seminary to God
I am writing this in response to the December issue of the It isfar better to be immersed in the ContentConcord. I want to begin with a disclaimer. I am not a part of
the community at Luther Seminary and not informed about the and Context of the Bible than overly attentivelive issues under discussion. I can only respond to what I have
read in one issue( and a supplement) of the Concord. Further,I to one,S audience.
have been out of the orbit of seminary life for twenty-five years
now, so, again, I know I am treading on hazardous ground in
offering my comments.   or acquisitive culture. And adapting Christ to their culture is
I do not have a clue about the candidacy process, though I an ongoing temptation for all groups, not just the majority
remember complaints from long ago that candidacy committees culture.
tended to focus on psychological issues rather than inquire I just returned from Israel, where a church group did a study
into theological matters. In a church where theology does not tour of many important biblical sites. Our guide was a young
gain high respect, such complaints are probably accurate and Christian studying at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. His
surely understandable.   knowledge and evocation of the faith of Israel and of the events
The extended interview of President Bliese and Dean Lull of Jesus' ministry and passion were so lively and vivid that I
provide me with three items for discussion. The first has came to think that all Christians ought to make such a journey
to do with the remark that there are no common systematic sometime in their lives, if at all possible. Such study makes
theological texts that students must engage since Christian the biblical text leap to life. But it also made me think that so
Dogmatics was deposed. Instead, there are books featuring much of our teaching and preaching is divorced from the rich
critiques of the theological tradition feminist theology,   texture of the faith of Israel and the events of Christ. They
liberation theology and other perspectival approaches to the tend to float off into a kind of semi-gnosticism, too Western
Christian theological tradition. and too American. After such an experience, I would argue
This is disturbing to me. It suggests that students already that it is far better to be immersed in the content and context
are so deeply formed by Lutheran theology that they can of the Bible than overly attentive to one' s audience.
spend their time on critique. Such is not my experience of Finally, there is the recurring ELCA note that we can
Lutheran pastors trained in Lutheran seminaries. Most are   " journey together faithfully" no matter how much we disagree
theologically under-developed and uninterested. They rely on ethical issues. I agree with President Bliese that basic
on some basic themes they learned in seminary and do not Christian commitments allow for a lot of disagreement on
keep up theologically after that. And now it seems that our some ethical, political and social issues. But there are limits.
seminaries may no longer train them even in those basic There are core moral claims in the Christian faith that are part
Lutheran themes. of our basic commitments. For example, if the church were
As a theologically educated layman, I believe that pastors to propose that the Commandment that prohibits adultery be
need far more intellectual engagement with systematic altered to allow for agreed-upon extra-marital infidelities, I
construals of the faith, especially from a Lutheran perspective.   would guess we would have quite a battle in the church. More
We have no shortage of .Lutheran theologians who have relevantly, the Lutheran churches made it an issue of status
developed systematic theologies, and it seems to me just short confessionis to resist Apartheid. The Word of God involves
of scandalous that they are not read.  not just the moment of justification, it includes both Law
All Missouri Synod Lutheran seminarians must read and Gospel. After all, when Luther decided to write about the
Pieper.Even though outdated, his theology provides a basis for Christian life, he exposited the Ten Commandments.
a comprehensive apprehension of Lutheran theology. Where
do ELCA students get a better resource?      Robert Benne
Second, there seems to be a strong emphasis on contextual Director, Roanoke College Center for Religion and Society
concerns... Reading the Audiences seems to be such a course.    Jordan-Trexler Professor of Religion Emeritus
Contextualizing is important — especially on the level of
communication— but it represents real dangers if the content Benne is the Jordan-Trexler Professor of Religion and Chairman of the De
Of the Word Of God is altered to fit the predispositions Of 10 tmentbooks of Religion at Roanoke College. He has published over s and andbooks, including Quality with Soul— How Six Premier Colleges Universi-the audience. (Of course, the Gospel is so rich that different ties Keep the Faith with Their Religious Traditions( 2001) and Ordinary Saints— An
audiences hear different emphases.) However, the Word of God Introduction to the Christian Life( 1988, 2003). Concord Managing Editor Natalie
gets altered drastically when it is made to fit a therapeutic and/   Gessert is his former student.
vSharpas a Double- Edged Sword.
0 Them's fightin' words! Our days are filled with disagreements, conflict and war. Even our vocation uses
Q) U vocabulary such as apology, disputation, and heresy. Put up your dukes and tell how conflict fills your days.
Articles are due Tuesday, Feb. 27.
UIf interested in being solicited for articles in the future, e- mail us at concord@luthersem.edu. Pay is$ 15 per article with up to 250 words and$ 25 for anything longer.
Letters to the Editor
Candidacy Process:  D' oh!    Ask What You
Dear Editor,      I fear that we students Care DOThanks for. your December issue
on " The Process.   I was especially too Often assume a default
grateful for the wider perspective By Matthew Poock
on candidacy offered by professors position ofpassivity in the M.Div. intern
Hultgren and Rogness, as well as Jen face Ofinstitutional inertia
Kuntz' s insights about the " fragility"  Internship offers a new vantage point
of our position as candidates among and bureaucratic static.   from which to consider our seminary
the cogs of this church-wide screening education. My months in San Antonio have
and placement system. Familiar with
and assessment educational tools)     given me opportunity for reflection, somethe path this conversation often takes, thoughts of which I offer to the community.
however, I am moved to echo Bart to critique and change — not least Greetings, by the way, from the " nation" of
Simpson,  who observed,  " Making because it keeps the .candidates in Texas. It's a whole` nother world down here,
teenagers depressed is like shooting subordinate roles.
fish in a barrel." I Consider instead the time-honored
y     ( Not good or bad, just differentr
My point beingnot that candidacy and responsible example of organized
My first semester of semi ary was
labor. A candidates' union could add especially frustrating.  The demands ofdrags at the spirit and morale of reading alone kept my extraverted-self
Master of Divinity students, but that the power of collective bargaining and
complainingabouttheprocess ispretty mutual support to those who currently to
drained
faster. How cotdprfessors
nist side praying
easy, even satisfying. Candidacy is,   feel isolated and at the mercy of synod administrators expect so much from sa
after all, like the ELCA generally,a bigcommittees. It could add an important
and slow-movingtarget, and difficult peer review component to the process
Seminary was the bully,and 1 was the victim.
g
we know our classmates even better,     Not to mention, I had hoped for a greaterto miss. I note that, apart from Ms.      sense of community, more like four years
Kuntz' s biblically sound advice that I think,  than our professors do).     of twenty-four hour Bible camp. I needed
we be wise as serpents and gentle as Organized advocacy would aid those friends and support.
doves, ver little of the conversation among us interested in pursuing
iBut
who had time to
y invest in community if you were going to
in the December issue dealt with exceptional ordination or an
our responsibilities, as students and extraordinary roster.Practically,such
read all your chapters, write all your papers,
organization might help generate a pass the BPE and fulfill the seeminglyroster-seeking candidates, in and for endless requirements?! I felt like seminary
the process.   sense of urgency about reforming the
I fear that we students too current candidacy process, address
was ruining my life. My initial solution
often assume a default the poor state of seminarian health
was to reform the seminary. Let' s demand
position of that it serve us better, overhaul the entire
passivity in the face of institutional insurance, and keep track of assigned
inertia and bureaucratic static. We candidates who  " slip through the
curriculum, reduce its expectations, pay our
hunker down"  and cracks" between graduation and first
tuition and give
m
paid vacation.
get through And then, so ewhere between my first
it." We gripe among safe confidants call.      J-Term in Guatemala and middler
or anonymously, feed the beast what The current candidacy process
year,
it demands, and bide our time until has problems.  Among its most ch
perspective began to change. Then it
we' re out from under the o glaring flaws are poor stewardship of
anged some more, and so on. Oh, I still
ppositional take the opportunity to complain with
thumb. This response bodes poorly for resources, an unfair financial burden classmates,  pull out my hair,  complete
the future leadership of our church on candidates who are required to surveys, pray for the future of the seminary
and/ or its successor bodies). It has travel,  inconsistent application of
inconsistent requirements  —  even and do a small part to advocate for effectivelittle to do with the system itself and
much to do with how we act within   " Within a synod,   and territorial
ministerial education. But I slowly heard a
and around the system,  how we politics. And while these elements
call to take more personal responsibility in
my preparation for the future God is calling
understand authorityand entrust of the system may be changed in the
it to others, and the care we take to coming years, some process for vetting
me to.
the leaders to whom we will entrust Countless people are invested in each of ushonestly represent ourselves, place studying at Luther Seminary.Our professors,
our needs within the wider context the stewardship of the Gospel and the faculty,  staff and administration of
of our neighbors', and articulate and care of communities will continue.     Luther; our candidacy committees, home
defend our convictions.     Candidates should play a more active congregations,  home s
and responsible role, wise as serpents,    
family and
Candidacy isn' t about education friends; our contextual leadership sites, our
ask an M.A.); it is about employment.   gentle as doves, and in it together.
It's a mistake to rel on evaluation
internship sites, oursupervising pastors, and
y the people we minister to/ with throughout
Marc Ostlie-Olson the years—all these take on a share of the
1 Bart' s trenchant comments were aired dur- M.Div. senior
ing the" Homerpalooza" episode( No. 152, first Continued on Pg. 6broadcast May 19, 1996).
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Seasons of the Church
From the Mann Himself
The CONCORDLent..  The Springtime Wantsphotos and stories from
of the Church Year your cross-cultural experience.
By John Martin Mann J- Term experiences are often life- changing.
Seminary pastor Or at least perspective-adjusting.
ion
In just a couple of weeks, we will begin The Concord is having a' photo contest. We would like
the observance of Lent. It has been called to experience the story of your J- Term through the lens
the springtime of the church year. It is
of your camera. The winning photograph will reflect the
intrinsically a time of growth in devotional theme of the next Concord: Conflict. Was there a clash
life, study and the living of our faith. And it
of cultures? Were your faith or beliefs challenged?
ought to show.
A parishioner in my first parish, Nola,       Startling? Funny? Poignant?
an English teacher, told me about her spring project. In the
snow-belt of Lake Erie, she had ( the previous fall) planted The winning photograph will be published in the next
crocus bulbs. They were for her, she said, signs of new life and issue, and a cash prize of$ 25 will be awarded.
hope in the very frozen midst of winter. She planted the bulbs
in the pattern of a printed word. It said," SPRING." She told me Articles about your J- Term experience also welcome.
with delight of watching students walking along the sidewalk,       Please submit articles and photos by Tuesday, Feb. 27.
noticing the flowers in the drifted snow and pausing to smile as
they got the message.
AsChristians,of course, weplant andharvest a bit differently.
Lent is the season of traditional spiritual disciplines. As the Ask What You Can Do ...
rite for Ash Wednesday says in the ELW, "We begin this holy
season by acknowledging our need for repentance and for God's Continued from Pg. 5
mercy ... . As disciples of Jesus, we are called to a discipline
that contends against evil and resists whatever leads us away responsibility for our learning. Each of these is invested in
from love of God and neighbor. I invite you, therefore, to the our preparation for ministry.Are we? Are we invested? Are
discipline of Lent— self examination and repentance, prayer we taking our share of responsibility?
and fasting, sacrificial giving and works of love— strengthened Ask not what your seminary can do for you, but what you
by the gifts of word and sacrament. Let us continue our journey can do for your seminary.Cliche, I know.But what have we as
through these forty days to the great Three Days of Jesus' death students done to create community on campus? What are we
and resurrection"( ELW,Minister' s Desk Edition, page 617). doing to share our faith with those around us? How have we
It is my ferventprayerthat together,our seminary community offered and supported opportunities for authentic worship.
will make more time for personal devotions, chapel, daily prayer,     and Bible study? How are we assisting professors to teach
devotional study and self-denial leading to greater generosity what we need to know? How are we setting boundaries for
toward those in need. I hope that our repentance as American balanced living?
Christians can be partly expressed in global sharing, especially Ask not what Luther Seminary can do to prepare you for
with those in deepest poverty.We discipline ourselves in order ministry, but ask what we can do to prepare ourselves for
to grow more aware of God' s mercy and more active in public ministry. What can we do to faithfully prepare to serve God
ministry.We spend less attention on ourselves and our kind in and the church?We want toknow theBible,so read it.We know
order to focus on God and God's concern for the overlooked. it's good. We want our classes to apply directly to us? Suggest
It is never easy to make time for faith formation, nor for to professors alternative coursework as a substitution. If it's
social action toward those in need. Here at Luther, there are good ( and doesn' t mean too little work for us or too much
many appropriate competing interests. Yet, my friends, it never more work for them), few professors would turn us down.
gets easier or more likely.Lenten discipline works to shape us The curriculum not satisfying us? Independent Study is an
because we attend to it. As leaders in the church, we need to option. It's not that hard, and we learn what we know we
make time for these disciplines.  need to. Embrace CPE. Choose your internship carefully.Try
Lent for us is like springfor Nola. But if we haven't planted the new things and step out on a limb. There' s opportunity and
bulbs, we will have no blossoms and no hope of communication flexibility. This is only a pit stop on our lifelong education.
with those who might witness the message. While the Spirit We' re not going to learn it all at Luther.
gives the growth, we must be rooted in the word and mindful of This as an invitation, one that I need, one that makes a
the witness. Lent is the time for renewal in such things. Even difference for me. We are called to make the most of seminary.
in the frozen prairie, the church' s springtime comes. Join me,     Let' s not just be consumers here. Spur Luther on to be the
if you will.    best seminary it can be. Trust.God along the way. After all,
the purpose of it all is the mission of God in the world.
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Future of the Church
Team ELCA:      Looking into the Crystal Ball
Game Plan Strategic Plan visioning
By Matt Metevelis American neighbors.
By Charlie Ruud
M.Div. middler M.A.   student Amy Santoriello
M.Div. middler
thought that the talk provided" a radical
Ask any Luther Seminary student in re-orientation of the way that we think
I came away from Jan. 12' s round-table any
program about the " future of the aboutchurch and congregations in light
discussions with two clear imperatives:     church" and you will receive a great of post-modernity."Bass ended her talk
1) Church leaders need to be good at what variety and litany of responses. Some on a very energizing and positive note
they do. ( 2) The church must provide an will be dire predictions of gloom from intoning that the church was in the
environment which allows its leaders to be traditionalists,somehopefulprojections midst of a changing world and on the
their best. Judging from the information
of new outreach to neglected audiences,   verge of anew reformation.
provided in the futurist presentations, the sometimes informed reflections from The talks were intended to act as grist
ELCA and its seminaries are struggling
class readings and personal experience,   for the mills of round table discussion
with both. Concerning this problem, it and often a sheepish shrug of the about the future of the church in
may be easy to point fingers, but finally shoulders.      general and how Luther Seminary could
the responsibility lies on both shoulders
On Jan. 12, as part of the" visioning"   be fit to serve the church in this future.
of the church body. processof theboard'sstrategicplanning,   Many round table discussions tackled
I compare these necessities to my
and the faculty invited the student body the issues raised in the talks head on,
involvement in professional baseball over
to come listen to presentations about others talked about pressing issues in
the past two years. Not unlike my pursuit
the future of the church and discuss seminary life and curriculum, and most
of vocational ministry, it is a privilege,     
the future of Luther Seminary. People conversations were rife with the hopes
honor and unique adventure to be able
from all areas of the seminary family and fears raised by the participants for
to keep playing ball. The only way I am crammed into the cafeteria to listen the seminary and the church.
able to do so lies in the implications of to three talks and participate in small Reaction to the event among the
points ( 1) and ( 2) above. As a starting
round table discussions.     student body was mixed. M.Div.junior
pitcher, it is my job, my purpose, my According to M.Div. senior Heather Tim Wrenn liked the lively nature of
responsibility to train so that I perform
Spears, the talks were designed to help the discussions but lamented the dearth
well. I'm responsible to my team. If I don't
all present " think contextually about of clear, pragmatic and usable ideas
pitch well, the team loses, and sooner or
issues relating to the seminary and the emerging from them. This sense of
later the management starts grumbling.     
church." frustration was shared by many other
If my poor play continues, I' ll be traded, Among them, two talks were notable.   students. The frank, open and honest
or released.  
John Patake, president of, the ELCA discussions had a therapeutic tone for
The ball club also has a responsibility
Board of Pensions, spoke about the many students, making them able to
to me. Though I am expected to pitch well,     state of health and wellness of clergy in raise the awareness of board members
it is in the club' s best interest to provide the church. He presented a dazzling but to the numerous difficulties of student
adequate rest and a healthy environment.     daunting array of facts and statistics.   life, but the lasting fruits of the event
They do not require me to play every
A picture emerged of an overworked,   remain to be seen.
position or expect me to pitch every unhealthy,
depressed and at risk clergy.       Spears placed her finger directly
inning. If the club ignores my need for rest Healthy choices as part of a " wellness on the problem: " It's difficult to keep
or general health, it will not take a sports wheel" were presented as a solution.   chasing ideas like culture and the
therapist, a baseball expert or a cultural This talk created much discussion. world because we keep going in these
futurist to know that my once-strong right
Noted author Diane Butler Bass also circles."
arm will soon be shred to bits.   spoke at the event. After complimenting Most cultural critics who study
In regard to the seminary, what does it
Luther Seminary for even the attempt the " post-modern" would agree about
say when a student's debt load for one year
to understanding the world around it,   the elusiveness of understanding our
of seminary study exceeds the total debt of
she gave a well delivered address which context. And how beneficial is it for
his/ her four-year undergrad degree? On effectively combined analysis with the church or this seminary to spend
the other hand, what does it communicate anecdote to speak about the changing endless amounts of time and energy to
about a seminarian's commitment to way our society conceives " church."   pin down and understand our dynamic
the church when the pass/ fail system According to Bass,  " church"  is no culture so that it can be static enough
becomes an excuse to do mediocre work?     longer an " establishment" institution for us to retreat in the place where it
The assembly provided a good start for
whose claims to authority are taken allows us to exist? Maybe the benefit
thinking about the future direction of the for granted by society.The post-modern of future discussions on this subject
seminary in preparing effective leaders. I
condition places the church amongst for Luther Seminary students will
hope and pray we all have the courage to
other individuals and institutions be learning just what it means to be
understand and carry out our particular claiming
truths. The church cannot witnesses of the Gospel of Jesus Christ
responsibility.       
act as if its claims and practices are to such a chimerical world.
assumed by its 21st century North
d
Love at Luther
Married 3 Years,  Still
Making People Sick 4
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So What's It Mean to
Paula and David Lawhead Be Single at Seminary?
By Paula Lawhead
M. Div. junior By Julie Hagen, Amber Hager and Amy Santoriello
M. A. senior and M. Div. middlers
David and I love each other very much. In fact, many
people say we make them sick. I take that as a compliment Well, that' s definitely not an easy question to answer. In fact,
and then try to tone down the lovey-dovey looks for a bit.      there are as many answers as there are single people. However,
Our third wedding anniversary is in a few weeks, and being we as single, young females discuss relationships with our
married has truly been one of the greatest additions to my friends and peers on a regular basis( and now refer to the LDR
life. I will refrain from saying I am the happiest I have ever Apartments as Lutherans Disappointed in Relationships).
been( even though I am) because too many people base the Although we are genuinely happy for those who are
state of their marriage on whether or not they are happier in romantic relationships, it is often frustrating to watch
today than they were yesterday. couples show affection or hear of their wonderfully romantic
Three years is not a long marriage by any means but long dates. Now, as Valentine' s Day approaches, we are once again
enough for me to really get a sense of what it means to love reminded of how culture defines our contribution to society on
in the context of covenant and commitment. I believed even whether or not one is in a romantic relationship. Social scripts
before I was married that marriage is the greatest earthly tell us that we are not complete unless we find a mate. We are
picture of God' s covenant with us and commitment to us.       not asking to be made whole, for we already are; however, we
The Bible uses marital metaphors to describe the story of simply want to be heard and understood as singles.
God's relationship with Israel and Jesus' relationship with While our friends only want the best for us ( or so we
the church. Approaching my own marriage with the same hope), often it is their words of " comfort" that leave us more
intentions creates a dynamic, passionate, loving and fun troubled than reassured. When we speak of feeling alone,
relationship.       the response from a caring friend is apt to be something like,
Love in marriage is a place of continuing conformity to      " The right person is out there; you just need to be patient," or,
Christ's character. Do I fail miserably a lot of the time?Yes,       " Don't worry; God has a plan for you." Additionally,balancing
of course. But being in a covenant relationship with David academics with work and other passions leaves very little time
reminds me and others who see us that David continues to seek out other relationships— not to mention living in such
to love me despite my shortcomings, as does our heavenly a small, close-knit community,where entering into a romantic
Father. David and I have committed to love each other relationship with someone on campus can be challenging.
unconditionally. It is not only as long as we keep " making Meeting people in the " secular" world becomes increasingly
each other happy" or as long as we " behave." Rather, it is difficult with the misconceptions about what a life in ministry
an unconditional commitment to accept each other every entails. People either give us the intimate details of their lives
day. Our commitment to each other, like God' s to His or find a graceful but immediate end to our conversation.
people, is absolute and permanent. It is filled with delight,       Sometimes we wonder if God' s plan is for us to be single!
sacrifice, forgiveness, faith and sometimes daily need for What we have learned about love in reflecting on our
reconciliation. We are committed to living out our love for singleness is that we do love and are loved in return. Although
each other in these ways. This is what love in marriage we might not be in a romantic relationship, love resides in the
looks like to us, and I believe we were made for it.   friendships and communities we have created.
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Love at Luther
So You' re Pregnant!'
An honest look at seminary dating
By Ingrid Hamilton asked if we are engaged. I know that
and Dane Skilbred some people were giving Ingrid a hard
M. Div.middlerstimesaying that they were going to start a
rumor that she was engaged or pregnant.
Hi, we are Ingrid( I)and Dane( D). We I:    It is challenging to look atare both M.Div students and we have
internship, first call and future calls andbeen dating fora year while at Luther
figure out how you balance each person'sSeminary. There are many wonderful
things about dating in seminary.    career needs and goals. Along with that,
how do family life, personal dreams andI: You can help each other out with doing ministry work when both people
schoolwork andbe supportive of eachother r are looking at being pastors? There has
when it comes to school requirements. to be a lot of honest dialogue, and that is
D: You have someone to encourage hard.
you, care about you and believe in you.    D: Even balancing dating, candidacy
I:Youhave someone who can empathize requirements, school and work is more
with you as well as clarify things that were Ingrid and Dane stressful than I expected.
discussed in class. 
With both these wonders and theseD: You have someone to go to Twins games with you and challenges in mind, we feel incredibly blessed. At the same
someone to pick on when you are playing softball or basketball time, there is more to learn about each other, and we are
with fellow students.     happy to take our time in that. In a relationship, you have to
There are also challenges to dating at Seminary.     learn each other' s history, families, theology, how the other
communicates and simply how to deal with each other' s crap.I:Sometimes I have a hard time with the smaller community This has been a great asset to our relationship, and has madeat Luther.For example, people knowing what I had gotten from us the amazingly fun, sexy and stylin' couple you might haveDane for Christmas after I showed the present to one person.     
seen around campus. Yes, Luther relationships have their ups
D: I cannot count the number of times that I have been and downs, but, at least in our case, they' re well worth it.
Held Together,  Held in Love
Family life at Luther
By Patrick Patterson daily. They willingly left our old way ofy4 M.Div. senior life to follow a call to ministry. They did
this because of the love we share. Our love
Family love can be complicated, can' t continues to grow through lots of laughter,
it?You know the ideal; the highest form of joys, tears and pain shared together during
being in relationship with those closest to our time at seminary. The anxiety of the
you, yet the next thing you know another assignment process and anticipation of
year has passed and that wedge between you impending changes make that common
and a sibling still hasn' t been removed. bond of love all the more important in our
You fall in love, marry,have kids, and it family right now. It may not be a perfect
gets even more complicated. Your love for love, but it's one that gives us the strengthT
this family is so great but there's school,   to forgive one another.
7 career, housing, budget and bills. Even There is a perfect love that surpasses
though you love your family dearly, you understanding— that agape love that God
find yourself doing things you don' t want shows us. That love that led to the cross of
to do, saying things you don' t want to say.   Christ, where we receive forgiveness for
Feelings get hurt. You feel pain and vow our sins. We are called to share that same
not to make those same mistakes again, but kind of love and forgiveness with others,
somehow you do anyway. even our family. We may not always get it
I' ve been blessed with a wonderful wife right, but in our family we just keep onPatrick and Mary Beth Patterson and three incredible children. They know trying, trusting in the love and forgiveness
with children Isaac, Claire and Aaron they are loved, and I experience their love we share with all of God' s people.
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Love of the Church
Isn' t She Beautiful?
Sticking up for the church and talking about sex
By Kevin Bergeson
M.piv.senior
Everywhere I turn, there she is. She' s got this seductive
voice, but it' s not coercive; it's lilting. I see her where I least
expect it. No matter what people say,she looks good with grace.
Being with her snakesyour heart race, imagination turn,palms
sweat, and worst of all, she knows it. She' s got ways that will
make you curse, but, oh, isn' t she beautiful?
When was the last time you heard someone talk like that
about the Church?    WhoCho does talk to us about sex?
One of the most enduring biblical descriptions of the Television music Rollie MartinsonChurch is the bride of Christ. " Bride" is mentioned 41 times r r r
in the Bible ( NIV) from Genesis to Revelation, though the parents,, our spouses, our significantbride imagery is mainly in Revelation concerning the New
Jerusalem. We, by faith, may call that City home. The Church,   
others Schools.    But what about
as the people of God, is that bride. So why do we as leaders r
insist on consistent negative commentary,in effect, denyingher
beauty? Always something wrong, she' s rarely complimented.   Churches?
I get cynical sometimes, but marriage is a commitment, not a
convenience. Remember the movie The Princess Bride, where
the old woman, at a very public place, heaps verbal abuse on
Princess Buttercup? Same idea.    I' ll say it: I love the church, because the church is the people.
Try talking through Song of Songs with Confirmation guys.   That is why I am here, because I love God' s people. Bill Hybels
I promised my group of guys sex, drugs and rock' roll in of Willow Creek, Ill., says the local church is the hope for the
our survey of the Old Testament. Everybody sat up. I asked world. Mars Hill, Mich., has a conference called, " Isn't She
them about what guys talk about at the school lunch table:   Beautiful?" The Church: infuriating beauty, tender lethargy,
video games, music, and finally,someone said it, girls and their led by all too human sinner saints.
anatomy.As their spiritual guide, they are looking to me to I dream someday of getting married to the most
provide a Christian ethic about sexuality.    beautiful, life-giving woman I have never met( or maybe
As a community, we struggle with helping leaders have; I'm a guy). I dream someday of having children,
develop language and even Christian perspectives weird ones. Our challenge: What is your sexual ethic as
on sex. Yet, one image of the bride, should we a Christian leader, and how will you teach it. Add beauty
choose to claim it, is a sexual image for a to the Bride: lift her up, pray for her, recognize her
sexual people. Who does talk to us about strengths, weaknesses and your own and stop treating
sex? Television, music, Rollie Martinson, her like some trashy throwaway magazine. She has
parents, our spouses, our significant others,     enough detractors, so fight for her.
schools. But what about churches? We fear
a
for our kids in a promiscuous culture, but
what about our leaders?
Since I entered into candidacy, I feel I have been
screened and had every orifice checked to make sure I
do not have any" problems." But who will courageously
s
lift up an ethic for sexual Christian leaders now?
Sexuality should not be limited to discussions
regarding orientation or even sex itself. Here at the
Seminary, we have students living above professor's
offices; is that not strange? We can talk to professors
about Schleiermacher, but not about sex, because of
the feared future repercussions. Something is amiss:
We say dialogue about heterosexuality is important but
relegate it to Rollie' s elective courses and propagate a
culture that says marriage is the ideal for-its leaders.
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Soul Food
Eat Your Wav Listen,  God is
Through the Twin Cities Calling!
LORING PASTA BAR
327 14th Ave. SE, Minneapolis By Hollie M. Holt-Woehl
612) 378-4849 Ph. D. candidate
www.loringpastabar.com
Worship can sometimes be an adventure
By Sarah and Kevin Sumner-Eisenbraun with my son, Micah, who has mild autism.After
M.Div. seniors 11 years of weekly worship he understands
and appreciates the ritual and gets through
it, mostly. However, there are days where theShe Said: I love everything about Loring Pasta Bar.We arrived at comfort of ritual seems to be at odds with the5:30 p.m., and we were seated immediately.The wait staff is friendly( and spirit moving inside him.
wearsassy outfits,something i always appreciate!), and there is candlelight In our congregation we celebrate the season
at every table— not to mention that the food is not only amazing but also of Epiphany with a global liturgy.The worshipactually affordable. With your student ID, you can get 30 percent off of consists of songs from all around the world, a
menu items, including wine, Mondays through Thursdays.       Kyrie from Ghana, a Native American Hymn
He Said:  I prefer beer.   of Praise, a Celtic Alleluia, an Offertory from
She Said: Kevin actually picked this restaurant for all of these Sweden/ Argentina, a Spanish version of" Holy,
exact reasons. The decor is hard to describe— like Moulin Rouge meets Holy, Holy," " Lamb of God" from the Taize
the Renaissance. There are fully grown trees and stained-glass windows Community, a Post Communion Canticle from
not to mention the best bathrooms in the Twin Cities!  Tanzania and a Chinese six-fold Amen.
The first Sunday we sang the global liturgy,He Said:  Yeah, the restaurant does have a cool bathroom. Micah noticed a few of his favorite songs. HeShe Said: For an appetizer, we ordered my favorite item on the squealed with joy when we got to the Post
menu: the Salade Sauvage. And let me say that this is no ordinary salad.      Communion Canticle," Listen, God is Calling,"
If I could custom-create the perfect salad, the Salade Sauvage is it —      and remarked in a loud voice," I like this one!"
mixed baby greens, bleu cheese, candied walnuts, fresh pears and dried The following week Micah opened the
cranberries with a homemade vinaigrette dressing. Need I say more?      bulletin as soon as we sat down. He immediately
Kevin ordered the special, which was some sort of gorgonzola cheese,      turned to the page with his favorite song,
mushroom, pine nuts and raisin pasta extravaganza, and I ordered the      " Listen, God is Calling" and began singing it
shrimp jambalaya with saffron rice. That's another thing that I enjoy during the prelude. Micah was full of musical
about Loring Pasta Bar— the flavors are always unique and unexpected,      joy this day. He sang each part of the global
but they work together quite well. Raisins and mushrooms, who knew? liturgy with enthusiasm and joy. When the
He Said:  It's great food for the money.The only better value I can music would stop he would immediately go
think of is when McDonald's puts Chicken McNuggets on the Dollar
back to singing " Listen, God is Calling." He
Menu.      kept singing through the reading of the lessons,
the sermon, the prayers and Holy Communion.She Said: For dessert, we ordered the apple and pear crostada with There was no holding him back that day fromvanilla bean ice cream. The plate looked more like a piece of artwork than his musical expression. He was listening to thea fancy piece of pie. They even used fresh strawberries as a garnish.   music inside of him and he couldn' t containHe Said: I don't really know what a crustard is, but it tasted really it.
good, and I got free refills on my coffee.  I really did my best to keep him from
She Said:  The only downer of the evening was that Kevin had to singing too loudly.There may have been people
run back to the car after we ordered in order to put more quarters in the in worship that day who were annoyed with
parking meter. In the future, I would recommend that people try taking Micah' s constant singing. But I know there
the bus. Loring Pasta Bar is located in Dinkytown at the corner of 4th Fere others in worship that day who know
Street SE and 14th Avenue SE— a short ride on the No. 3 Como Avenue Micah and his love for music, and they heard
bus. the words in a new way as he sang during the
spoken parts of worship.He Said: Brrrrr.     
Listen, listen God is calling through the
Word inviting, offering forgiveness, comfort
Up Next:  and joy.
Signature Cafe, 130 E Warwick St., Minneapolis How was God calling that day? Maybe it was
Hosted by Laura Wilkinson, M.A. senior the music, maybe it was the word, maybe it was
Sunday, Feb. 25. Meet in the OCC at 5:30 p.m.  communion or maybe— just maybe— it was
through the joyful song of a child.
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Stewardship
Let Your Light So Shine  (with Care)
Epiphanies about light stewardship
By Mark Nygard Think of a generation of kids who know no night-skyPh. D. student
When I came to Luther last year,I was awe. Think of many night creatures whose biorhythm is
dumbfounded by all the light on campus undone by stray light.
at night. Walking between buildings is
blinding and unpleasant, something like
walking into the headlights of a line of heaven. It lights nothing but particles roadside lighting shall be shielded for
cars. But, conscious of the nighttime in the air,contributing to light pollution maximum effect. In Upper Arlington,
security threats to our community, I and remarked by no one but the passing Ohio, and Fountain Hills, Arizona, I have
didn't know what to say, and I held my airline pilot. It's poor stewardship of seen upscale communities, concerned
tongue.    energy and our seminary budget. It's about an attractive, domestic, nighttime
But not my mind. I am an active like running a sizeable pipe from the appearance, do the same.
member of an organization called seminary to the river and pumping half 6.   Meanwhile, our aging nightlightInternational Dark-Sky Association, a our daily water consumption into the system could be adapted for increased
10, 000-member body concerned about the Mississippi.     
efficiency. A silver cap painted on the
ecological and social effects of the demise 4.   Our indiscriminate lighting upper half of each ball would bring the
of the night sky in our generation. Think
affects our neighbors. Placing unwanted waste light down on the ground and outGenesis 15: 1- 6; for example. Think of a light on others' property is called" light of distant eyes so that smaller bulbs
generation of kids who know no night-   
trespass." I suppose our neighbors have could provide the same light. A black
sky awe. Think of many night creatures
whose biorhythm is undone by stray
gotten used to our quirky light use and painting over the silver could eliminate
forgive us, but the fact remains that our daytime glare if needed.  There' s no
light. Unwittingly, our generation has
campus does blaze out from our more reason why this could not be an attractive
created unwanted consequences by its
subdued neighborhood as seen from the part of the appearance of our lighting
use of light at night. Now, in my second
air.While we are certainly not the chief infrastructure by as well as by night.
year here and after some time to reflect,   light polluter in the Twin Cities area,   I imagine the cost of this change to be
let me as an IDSA member venture some
we must rank high on the list, and we negligible.
thoughts: 
should face the fact that we contribute At a seminary that declares" Christus
1.  Our globed campus nightlights substantially to a degradation of our Lux Mundi" to every person who walks
are dated, indiscriminate light sources.   nighttime environment on the ground into Gullixson Hall, it may seem a bit
They specialize in volume rather than and in the sky.   eccentric to be concerned about excess
quality. They provide lots of what they 5.   Seminary strategic planning light on our campus at night. Surely,
were made for, but are not designed to
should include a commitment to 21st light is good, the first of God' s creations,
place it where it is needed. They are and we thank God for it. Like the rest
plan for lighting that does the job
century nighttime lighting. That is, we
exploded fire hydrants rather than fire of God' s creation, however, light can be
hose nozzles. Exploded fire hydrants also
and
should
more - campus fixtures that use abused, hoarded, denied, and demonized.
put out fires, but not as efficiently or as less energy because they strategically The 20th century was a century of
helpfully as nozzles. democratization of cheap, easy light forplace the light more precisely where it
2.    As a matterof fact,when it comes will serve the community. The State of    The 21st will be a centuryof learning
to security, too much light constitutes Connecticut has mandated that all new its more careful stewardship. Let us as a
shooting oneself in the foot. There is no seminary help lead the way.
particular reason why the night vision
of the walker should be diminished by
the glare of lights more than a hundred Speak like a Scandinavian
feet away. I want to see where I'm going
With Arlie BraUt Non- degree
and any dangers along the way, not
distant lights in my eyes. The lights on Arne's Norwegian phrase is:
the Lutheran Social Services parking
lot on campus are a great example of Hvis du ikke lever pd kanten,
effectively placing light exactly where it
a
can be used. tar du opp for mye plass.
3. We not only throw our light into
the eyes of our community; we throw Ifyou are not living on the edge,
it away. Half of the nighttime lighting you take up too much space."
we create is sent directly into God's
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Spiritual Direction  &  Vocational Assurance
By Karen Treat writes on intellectual health, " one definition of fulfillment is
Luther Seminary parish nurse to develop the full potentialities Of your vocation."
But Halaas also notes, when we are sure of our vocation, we
My child, if you accept my words and treasure up my end up working so hard to achieve our goals that we forget to
commandments withinyou, makingyour ear attentive to wisdom listen to our heart. We lose sight of the Call.
and inclining your heart to understanding, if you indeed cry out Being sure of our vocation takes daily reflection. We may
for insight, and raise your voice for understanding: if you seek do it in prayer, meditation or sharing with another. It must be
it like silver, and search for it as for hidden treasure then you done purposeful, or it may not be done at all. Not taking time
will understand the ear o the Lord andfind the knowledgef    .f ed of would eventually compromise not only your vocational health
God."  Proverbs 2: 1- 9 but your total well-being.
Spiritual direction is a method to better understand our
At Luther Seminary,the Healthy Leaders Initiative is taking vocation. In spiritual direction, time is set apart to for a
this month to reflect on vocational health. It is the sixth area   " directee" to meet with someone trained in direction.  The
of health we have looked at since October. In earlier months,   spiritual director walks along with the directee with the
we offered reflection and challenges with physical, spiritual,   intention of hearing and following God.
emotional, social and intellectual health. On Feb. 14, from noon to 1: 30 p.m., Healthy Leaders will offer
I would think the community of Luther would like to believe a forum on the practice of spiritual direction. The forum will
it is pretty set in the area of vocational health. We sensed a Call offer a background to spiritual direction, how it is different
into ministry, and here we are. Are we set-for the journey of from other " counseling" methods and see how it can be
ministry in the church?I think not and hope not.   critical to your health in the ministry.Of course, coffee, water,
Dr.Gwen Halaas, an adjunct instructor at Luther seminary nutritious and non-nutritious dessert will be offered. Bring
and writer of the book, The Right Road- Life Choicesfor Clergy,   your lunch and stay as long as you are able.
Get a Community Life in 6 Easy Steps!
By Sarah Sumner-Eisenbraun already happening that is relevant to Funding Request Form or print off a
M. Div. senior the lives of students, you can apply copy at the Dean of Students Web page
for funding to bring down the cost per   ( in the right hand column).
As Student Life Coordinator in the person for groups of students. Or, if you 5.  Fill out the form with yourDean of Student's Office, my job includes are familiar with a performer you would planning team and return in to the Deanplanning events that foster community like to invite to campus, community of Student' s Office, attn: Sarah Sumner-life here at Luther Seminary. In the past,   building funds can help cover the costs.     Eisenbraun. Or fill out an electronic copyour office has planned and sponsored 2. Get a planning team together —   and e-mail it to dosostwk@luthersem.trips to the theater,  film showings,   just a few people who are excited to help.   edu.  The Dean of Student' s Office will
seminary athletic teams, performers on
then make a decision about whether or
campus and more. In the spring, our big 3. Look at the online calendar( Inside
event will be the Second Annual Variety Luther Web page) andthe course schedule not to offer funding for your event or
Show and Silent Auction( save the date,   for the semester( Registrar's Office. Web group.
March 15). However,any Luther student page) for dates and times that would work Sarah's Tip: The more people your
or group of students can also come well and pick one( usually two weeks to idea appeals to and will potentially
If include, the better.a month in advance at` minimumup with ideas for fun or interesting
community building events for Luther you' re planning on hosting the event 6.  Once your request has been
students and their families and apply for on campus, make sure the room(s) you approved, I will work with you and
funding to make it happen. Here's how would like to use is/ are free as well. your team on publicity and logistics if
in six easy steps( with some helpful tips Sarah's Tip: For example, if this is needed.
from yours truly):      an event/ group that would attract a lot Sarah' s Tip: Have fun! Also, treats
of first year students, avoid planning are never turned away in the Dean of1. Come up with a creative idea that your event at times when large first year Student' s Office!
will appeal to a wide variety of people
classes meet.  Wednesday afternoons If you have questions or want to talkfrom across campus.   
and evenings are also usually not good things through in person, stop by andSarah' s Tip: Pick up a free City Pages times because of contextual education see me at the Dean of Student' s Office in
or
websites o
at a coffee shop
n
visit their
commitments.  NW 120 or drop me a line at dosostwk@ebsites to see what is happe ing around
the Twin Cities in art, entertainment,       4• Stop by the Dean of Student' s Office luthersem:edu or( 651) 641-3249.
theater, and more.  If there is an event and pick up a Community Building
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Entertainment
The Sweet Sound ofSpeculation Be sure to take note of the benefitfor Bob Speirs' family on March 10.
I Will Follow You Into the Dark' I Details on Pg. 16.
By Jeni Falkman and corporeal fallibility.  We are, in Christ' s own choosing,
M.Div. middler beings toward Christ, beings in Christ, called to love and to one
another in and into the dark.
Benjamin Gibbard, lead singer and primary songwriter for
the indie-rock-turned-Atlantic-recording-artists Death Cab for In Catholic School, as vicious as Roman rule, Igot my knuckles
Cutie, is interested in the end of things. Usually for Gibbard,      bruised by a lady in black. I held my tongue as she told me,
this has meant the end of relationships: love gone awry with all Son, fear is the heart of love." So I never went back...
its accompanying lament, despair and self-loathing. With the
2005 release Plans, however, Mr. Gibbard sings, in a sense, of Like the nun in the song, we talk about the correlation of
love gone right; the love with which you spend the rest of your fear and love; Luther writes, " We are to fear, love and trust in
life. But, in Death Cab for Cutie fashion, the end remains, and God above all things." When fear is involved, it seems much
so Plans is wrought with" images of love being[ a] prelude to easier to flee— from God, from one another, from ourselves.
death." Here I could quote song No. 14 off the Magnetic Fields'   To fear and love seems paradoxical, and yet that is what we are
first of three volumes of their epic ode to love. I could, but I'd commanded to do. Rather than fearing and fleeing, we are called
like to contend that this Death Cab song, " I Will Follow You to fear and cling to God and come to God as we would come to
Into the Dark," is neither depressing our fathers of ove leads us into fearful events and
My friend, Terri, loves this song I portunity experiences a he strength to remain; love is the end
to work with Terri on several occasion tart grade fairs of fear:" Love rfected among us in this: that we may
and awareness. Terri works for Lutheran World Relief. She have boldness   of judgment, because as Christ is, so
and her husband, Bob, live in Sandgren Hall, where their
are we iii this uttr I bre is no fear in love, but perfect love
kids, Aidan and Amanda, pretty much run the kid social casts out fear"( 1 John 4:17- 18a). We do not live in fear but in the
scene.  Bob, a 2006 M.Div graduate, vvslose to receiving a love of Christ.-.Our dearth, our judgment is already behind us.
call when the darkness came. Bob become gravely sick after What' s left for us now t Christ has accomplished everything
taking Augmentin, a simple antibiotx, prescribed to quell for us? Well, life!
Bob' s bronchitis. Immediately, Bob became sick an wasn' t
gettingany better. Bob became so sick k he had t6'be- ushed Youtantl have seen everything to see
to the hospital; he' s been back five timef'erri writes," During
y from Bangkok algary and the souls of your shoes
one of Bob' s hospitalizations, I heard o ctor explain to his are all worn own the timefor sleep is now
medical students who were studyingBat Augmentin is It's nothing to cry about cause we' ll hold each other soon
a very good drug that helps a lot of people,   at-only one in 5 in,  e blackest of rooms
or 10 million... are destined to have a;severo;allergic reaction If heaven ah decide that they both are satisfied
like Bob' s. I guess the pharmaceutical.      anies didn't realize Illumana tifze` Nos" on their vacancy sign
that my husband is one in a zillion."   If there's no one beside you when your soul embarks
ThenI'llfollow you into the dark
Love of mine, someday you will die culJ nd,       
I'llfollow you into Jf,  Love isn't s f of Hallmark cards and chocolate,
flowers and fine gifts, romantic comedies and winning one-
Ash Wednesday, a day on which peck actuary parade into liners. Love is a dig     , in, a pouring out, a giving of yourself
church to be reminded of their sinand mss•.   e Way.,  e to another,to and neighbor.Love is in sickness and
flock to churches and have ashes impb heads;   in hethrG       Do you want to be with somebody that
we impose, we establish or for the':  s q own you reg g o ,t with in a hospital waiting room, notmdeath, our own frailty upon us su w"a that%ndeath sure"if"they'r"e going°tive or die?"( SPIN, September 2005).
and frailty stare back at us when we look into the mirror. The This is perhaps too much for a spring chicken such as
season of Lent is a humbling practice guided by repentance myself to contemplate, but I see it being played out presently
and awareness of the poor among us, often experienced as a by the Speirs; they are perhaps my guiding image of love this
discipline or journey that culminates in the three days— or Valentine' s season. Bob writes:
Triduum— of Easter.       My illness has been an unbelievable experience all the way
around. From despair, depression, hopelessness, to reflection.
No flashing lights, nor tunnels to gates of white, just our The greatest gift of all of this during this time has been my
hands clasped so tight, waitingfor a hint of a spark... wife, whom I have grown attached to and totally love and
respect way beyond what I could even imagine. I thought we had
What is it, after all, that we are waiting for? We are, in a good relationship before, but I think this has just put me onto
Heidegger's terms, beings toward death; we are in one way a different level of how two people can connect. And just have
or another on a journey. We are also beings who already have their lives enriched and blessed. And be certain that the hand
death behind us. Even more so, we do not wait for our spark to of God was somehow involved in us meeting. I always knew
ignite; we are beings into darkness. And yet, though spark-less,   that I loved my wife before but maybe took that for granted on
we are not without light, for Christ is in the darkness of death occasion. That's not a mistake that I' ll ever make again."
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Entertainment
Concord Events Calendar
By Anna Marsh Klosterman and musical guest Tapes `n Tapes. This has the
M.A. senior potential to be unspeakably awesome. If you' re not familiar
with either, do yourself the favor of looking into them!
First order of business: It's Feb. 12. You' re no slouch! Of Fitzgerald Theatre, 8 p.m.;$ 15.
course you've already made plans for your beau or belle! But       > Feb. 24: As part of a continuing series, Understanding
just in case, here are some amusing options: Islam, The Northern Lights Society offers a talk called Jesus,
The Bryant-Lake Bowl Theatre has two performances His Mission and His Miracles. The series continues on the
Wednesday night. At 7 p.m.: The Rabbit Show: Two Fool second and fourth Saturdays of every month. March 10: Islam
Things After Each Other: Eight Twin Cities performing and Democracy. See wwwnlight.org.
couples present love ... in all its variations; $6-10 ( pay what       > Feb. 25: One of my favorite nights of the year: Oscar
you can). At 9:30 p.m.: Adventures in Mating is an interactive Night! If you' re not rooting for Little Miss Sunshine' s Abigail
theater experience. Never the same show twice, it's the Choose Breslin ( even though she doesn' t stand a chance against
Your Own Adventure equivalent of a date ( except they can' t Dreamgirls' Jennifer Hudson), I have nothing to say to you.
cheat like you know you used to); also showing Feb. 19-March      > Feb. 28: Be still, my heart! The crown jewel of the public
5; $ 12. More information and online ticket sales at ' www radio empire, This American Life, is coming to the Twin
bryantlakebowl.com. Bonus: Theirfood= awesome. Cities! Is this burning an eternal flame? No, it's Ira Glass( aka
When one thinks of Valentine' s Day,one thinks: zoo! Well,   " my nerd crush"), and he' s bringing author/ geek princess
apparently, some people do. You can take your best guy or gal Sarah Vowell and The Onion contributor Dan Savage with him
to the Love Tour 2007 at the Minnesota Zoo. Enjoy a staff-   to discuss lessons learned from television. Orpheum Theatre,
led tour of the Tropics Trail highlighting some of the breeding 7:30 p.m.$ 50. Squee!
behaviors of the animals (for adults only).,Um ... gross. But       > March 9-April 1: Stage adaptation of Chaim Potok's
if you still have an appetite, they are serving a lovely dinner.   delicious novel, The Chosen, at the Park Square Theatre; $18
Then again, who hasn't eaten dinner in front of the Discovery with student ID. If you didn't read it in eighth grade, pick it up.
Channel?) Reservations at www.minnesotazoo.com. Warning:   It will help you get in the spirit of I Love To Read Month!
It ain't cheap! Through March 25: How did we already get behind
Neither is An Enchanted Evening at Marjorie McNeely this semester? Follow Laura Wingfield' s cue and retreat from
Conservatory. But this promises to be a lovely evening out.   reality with Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie at the
Call( 651) 487-8250 to see if you can still get reservations. More Guthrie. Tickets start at$ 22.
info at wwwcomozooconservatoryorg.
Love stinks? Take some twisted( and ecumenical!) comfort Family Events:
in this: Saint Valentine is not just the patron saint of lovers,       > ThroughFeb. 25:The SteppingStoneTheatre' sproduction
but also... of victims of the Black Death. That' s true.      
on the early years of Martin Luther King Jr.,Young MLK.•And
A Child Shall Lead;$ 11 adult,$9 child. Local playwrights and
As for the rest of the month:       actors. See www.steppingstonetheatre.org.
February is I Love To Read Month. Hey,me, too! Our good      > Feb. 17- 19: Giraffe Jamboree at Como Zoo: A weekend
professors are hard at work assuring that we get to celebrate full of learning about giraffes— meet the keepers, hear stories,
this to its fullest potential. Gee, thanks.       help name the new baby giraffe and more!
It's also Black History Month. The Cities are brimming      >  Feb.   19:  Schiffelly Puppets at . the Excelsior
with many great events concerning this topic, but your best Library, 10:30 a.m. They win awards. They promise lots of
bets might be the new exhibit at the Science Museum, Race:   audience participation. Other dates and locations at www.
Are We Really That Different?(the Dean of Students' Office schiffellypuppets.com.
will reimburse you up to$ 10 for your family's admission costs),       > Feb. 9-March 4: An adaptation of Disney' s Aladdin at
and Macalester College' s impressive list of lectures— visit the Phipps Center for the Arts;$ 19 adult,$ 14 child.
events.macalesteredu.       March 6-April 7: Huck Finn at the Children's Theatre
Feb. 12-18 is National Pancake Week. Any celebration Company;$ 27, two-for-one tickets opening weekend. See www
that doesn' t include my mom' s recipe for pancakes is just an childrenstheatre.org.
approximation. Sorry.       Luther Community Tip: The Village Blend Cafe in the
Feb. 16: The oldest satirical theatre in the country,The St. Anthony Shopping Center offers a Family Movie Night
Brave New Workshop, opens its new production, Pluto; and every Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m.( Parents, they also do free wine
Other Lies My Teacher Told Me, which explores our ever-   sampling on Wednesdays from 6 to 10 p.m. and have live music
changing relationship with the natural world. Through April every Friday from 8 to 10!)
14;$ 24. Good thing we don't need facts... we have faith!
Feb. 22: The People' s University at the Minneapolis Luther"   oes Wiki Wiki Wild!Public Library hosts a discussion: " Never Again?" The UN
Have you really enjoyed some event/ thing recently that you'dand Lessons from Rwanda, Darfur, and Other Sites of
like to tell someone else about?_Maybe you heard a magnificentIndifference. People's University classes are free, but you
concert, saw a really funny film, read a book that made you laugh or
need to register.More information( and more classes) at www
cry or reflect. Log on to LutherReviews on the Luther Seminary Wiki
mpls.lib.mn.us.      
and share your latest movie/ book/concert/etc: reviews!Feb. 23: The Current's Fakebook Series continues
https://wiki. luthersem.edu/ bin/ view
with pop-culture aficionado/ general misanthrope Chuck
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Table Talk
The Concord asks... Down the Hill
What are you giving him/her
Luther Seminary through younger eyes
for Valentine' s Day?      To Carry the Load
God makes family from friends
Wod lingerie! A red iPod
cover for my husband." By Bergen FuglestadDaughter of Dawn and Jim Fuglestad
Beth Wilke-Horsch
M.Div. senior( with daughter, Caroline)   God made friends. I have a good
friend named Katie. In 2004 we would e
play all day every day. When Katie
would go to Richfield Pool, I would
always go with her.Katie has brown
A book on warfare."  eyes and brown hair.Katie is 8 years
old( my age). She turns nine in July.I
Robert M. Brusic still remember when we were outside playing all day one
r Seminary Pastor Emeritus day.We were having a campsite. We both brought out our
A book on mystery." sleeping bags and she brought out two camp chairs anda table. I brought out Fruit Loops and she brought out
Lucy Brusic Cheerios. We built a really cool fort in the bush next to
Wife of Robert Brusic her house and that was our tent. We went in there when
we pretended there was a storm. We played camp all day
Somethingfrom Craig Wexle'sf
and it was really fun!
When it was 2006, we did not get to play together as
Victoria' s Secret catalogue."   often because we moved to a different house. I still visit
Katie' s house once in awhile but I miss living next to her.
Justin Nickel I tell God about her and I write about her in my prayer
M.Div. junior journal. A couple months ago her grandma died. Her
grandma was very special to her and her family. Her
grandma used to come to Katie' s house every Monday.
She had a little dog that we would play with and take for
walks. I miss Grandma Judy, but Katie misses her even
Time."  more. I know Grandma Judy is in heaven right now and
God is watching over her.Katie and I talk about changes
s Patrick Patterson together.Moving was really hard for me, but losing your
M.Div. senior grandma— that would be really,really hard. Now Katie
only has one grandma who she never gets to see because
she lives far away and is in the hospital. I'm thankful that
God takes care of me and Katie even when it's hard.
PLEASE NOTE: On March 10, from 4 to 8 p.m., Christ
A Son." Lutheran by Capitol Hill will host a benefit for the family of
06 Luther grad Bob Speirs, who is recovering from a severe
Nicole Woodley allergic reaction. A spaghetti dinner with some international
Non- degree student accoutrements will be served. Tickets start at $ 10; see
16 Margaret Obaga, Victoria Smith or Judy Hedman.
and Sarah Ruch
M. Div. middler
Ask the Magic 8- Ball!
A promise to have more creative Real theological answers from the ball that knows all
excuses to get out of doing what she
wants to do. Or some ambition, so her Is it V&E=appropriate?
friends stop calling me K-Fed."
Reply hazy
Stew Carlson*
M. Div. senior Try again
The views of Stew Carlson do not necessarily reflect views of the Concord or Luther Seminary       * EI,CAVisions and Expectations
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